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Books


There is a tale in which it is told how a Plains Cree hunter found a strange bundle which contained, among other things, a looking-glass; how this mirror affected the hunter, his family and their very outlook on the world around them is a most intriguing story. This tale, along with 30 others, can be found in the latest offering from Toronto’s master raconteur and general activist, Dan Yashinsky, in which he brings to light, in the voices of some of Canada’s best tellers, a collection of stories based around the theme of risks taken and faced by a variety of protagonists, animal, human and otherworldly. As in his previous edited anthologies Ghostwise, The Next Teller and Tales from an Unknown City, Yashinsky has assembled quite a cast of tellers, representing a diverse cross-section of Canada’s population, multicultural status and geographic vastness. Here are tellers representing the Anglo-Celtic traditions of the Maritimes, the French traditions of Quebec, First Nations traditions from Ontario to the Yukon, traditions of the Prairie Provinces, and ethnic groups as diverse as the Chinese, Jamaican, Jewish and Slovenian backgrounds of specific tellers. Just a partial list of the tellers is impressive: Jan Andrews, Freida Ling, George Blake, Lorne Brown, Michelle Faubert, Jim St. Clair, Sylvo Frank and Newfoundland’s theatrical story troupe Sheila’s Brush, to mention just a few.

The stories are divided under five general headings: Tales from the home front, Stories of wisdom, good or otherwise, The ways of the trickster, Stories very old and very new, and Stories of risk-takers and the consequences of their risks. Some protagonists may risk their very life and well-being in order to save a